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A warm welcome to the March Edition of our Monthly Magazine .As always ,with thanks
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items was a little bit difficult.
Best Wishes :
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1. Overview / News Summary.

The Association of Controls Management --- Website/News Updates (March-2020)
Copies of monthly news-letter is available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Following progressive discussions and negotiations, we have great pleasure to announce that the ACM will be merging with The
Guild of Project Controls with affect from 01-05-2020) .

(Full updates to follow).

Main Website updates include –

-

Transition measures are being put in place , as we move over to The Guild.

Other Updates include –

-

The Project Controls ECITB Trailblazer Apprenticeship scheme has now been launched (read details inside)

-

Project Controls formally recognized as a separate/defined profession (not part of/or subset of some other profession)

The Association Guidelines for Employers to comply with the International Standards/Seek Accreditation are now
available at
http://nebula.wsimg.com/977986c4fe78cad0abfd0385a6f0a70c?AccessKeyId=206F5B5DF51AF22818BC&disposition=0&
alloworigin=1
The Project Controls Awards are now open for nominations from individuals and companies (more details to follow)
Finally , for those that want to become members , transition measures are being put in place , as we move over to The
Guild.

2. Routes to Membership – (How To Apply for Membership)
For those that want to become members , transition measures are being put in place , as we move over to The Guild.

Routes To Membership - Taocm
www.taocm.co.uk
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Routes To Membership :-1.0. Student .Currently enrolled in a
suitable/approved course of study. Evidence required --- Proof of
enrollment

3. The Guidelines for Managing/Controlling Projects
available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/a--planning-library.html
Fairly comprehensive and fully aligned with ISO Standards ; the only Planning and Controls
Guidance Document/s that are 100% aligned with proper International Standards and recognised in over
188 Countries Worldwide
For more information , how to apply to become a member , go to http://www.taocm.co.uk
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4. ECITB Planning and Project Controls Qualifications - (Industry wide/UK-Gov accredited)

Planning and Controls Training - ECITB Project Controls Qualifications and ,
Professional Recognition for Planning and Controls Professionals.
The ECITB Trailblazer Project Controls Apprenticeship was formally launched at the Emirates
Stadium/London ,on Thursday-16th-November-2017.
The significance of this is ; that the ECITB courses are the only Project Controls training that have been
vetted and accredited to UK-Gov' standards .The addition of the new Apprenticeship allows access to
proper training ,with low entry level requirements but , after training (the higher training units) are
equivalent to BSc/MSc degree level . With this type of training ,on the job experience is gained right
alongside the academic and computer training .For any companies in the UK-Gov' training Levy scheme
, there are extremely good incentives offered (look on ECITB website for details) .
The ECITB training courses are ,the only courses available which correctly recognise Project Controls
as a separate/unique Profession ; and not as a sub-set of any other profession.
One of the biggest complaints from all planning and controls professionals was that there was no formal
training or recognition for the profession .The ECITB have answered that call .Now there is .
For details on all ECITB Courses go to https://www.ecitb.org.uk/Training-Services/ProjectManagement-Controls/Project-Controls
NB :- Further details of the new Industry Standard training courses and approved training providers ,will
be formally announced via the official independant professional organisation (The Association of
Controls Management)
For information on routes to Professional Membership / Membership assessments go to
http://www.taocm.co.uk/home.html
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5. The Importance of Knowing Your Contract

Have you ever turned your head away from something you don't want to see? What about having a thought of
failure enter your mind, and quickly try to clear that thought from your head in an effort to deny its existence?
This is known in several different disciplines as:





Deliberate Ignorance (Kutsch & Hall, 2010)
Willful Ignorance (Ramasesh & Browning, 2014)
The Ostrich Effect (Karlsson, Loewenstein, & Seppi, 2009)
Strategic Ignorance (Van der Weele, 2012)

Though there are many different behavioral factors associated with project management - with about 70% of
performance being attributed to behavioral factors - we will focus on deliberate ignorance in this article.
About 70% of project performance is behavioral
So, back to that "choice" to fail the project. I know there were a few of you reading that shrugged your shoulders
in a silent protest of denial. But hang in there for a minute while I back up my statements.
Deliberate or willful ignorance isn't as obvious as one might think. Sometimes it happens so quickly in our minds
we don't actively acknowledge its existence (here's your out, just so you feel better). Once again, think back to
that time when you've wanted to shield yourself from that thing you just really didn't want to know about. Since
80% of us are more optimistic than we are pessimistic, this is natural. We want to forecast our future in a positive
light, therefore we naturally shield ourselves from things that might challenge that belief.
We keep ourselves in this state of positive forecasting every day, if not every minute. So you might say we've
become so used to it we don't even actively think about it (there's your out again, just in case you thought
someone was reading your mind).
Now, if it is fairly natural to shield ourselves from things that might feel bad, why would we be any different on a
project? In most cases we aren't. The natural way we think is natural, naturally. So why would we be unnatural in
managing our projects? (Did I just use "natural" way too many times?)
But I digress.
There are really two ways to look at ignorance, according to Kutsch and Hall: plain and simple error
(unintentional), and irrelevance (this one might be more intentional, but I'll attempt to get you that 'out' again).
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I think we've established that 'irrelevance' is what we're really concerned with here. Kutsch and Hall break this
category down into three subdomains:
1. Untopicability
2. Taboo
3. Undecidability
We will start with defining untopicability. This is information that is considered off topic, which is the most
obvious kind of irrelevance. This is more of a limiting of information on risks and other things that may be
pertinent, but are considered out of the range of importance in the given scenario. Think of it this way. You're in a
planning meeting and bring up an external risk to the project. The risk is perhaps out of the project's control, so it
is declared to be something that doesn't need focus. (See, I gave you that 'out' again!)
Next, we have the taboo category. Kutsch and Hall define this as a "moral and/or cautionary restriction placed on
action based on what is deemed inappropriate". This is a big one. I'm sure you've been in meetings before where it
just became really socially uncomfortable to bring up something that might challenge our unrealistic beautiful and
colorful view of the world, and all its shining successful projects that never go awry. In this case you've entered
the land of taboo, where exposure to project risk may cause anxiety, so no one says a thing. (I'm having a hard
time giving you an 'out' on this one, since everyone in the room would be guilty. But I'll try harder next time, I
promise.)
The final category is undecidability. This one is explained by the search for a true or false answer. If there is a
lack of data for predicting a risk, then its easy for stakeholders to take the 'out' of not knowing which risks may be
considered true. In this case, the team deems the risk as not pertinent, and it gets scratched from the list.
So back to that choice thing. Though this was merely a brief introduction to deliberate and willful ignorance, one
can see that it could be a serious matter. There are several instances where either you have a choice, your manager
has a choice, or everyone in the room has a choice to bring up that uncomfortable risk. And that choice may
determine whether or not your project fails.
But think about it this way. What if you bring up that uncomfortable potential risk? You may now have the option
to mitigate it, and by mitigating it increase the probability of your project succeeding.
Projects continue to fail, even though we have great tools, software, methods, and processes. Maybe its not just
these technical processes that are responsible for project success. Maybe it comes down to how we think, what
decisions we make, and how we make judgment calls in those vital moments.
Maybe I'm way off base. But I don't think so. There are too many studies that have shown success with
application of the behavioral sciences in the business world. Its working in Behavioral Economics, Behavioral
Finance, and Behavioral Supply Chain Management, just to name a few. Why not Behavioral Project
Management?
The good news is that there are many mitigations already identified for the behavioral side of project
management. There are answers for leadership, planning, execution, risk evaluation, and forecasting, just to name
a few. So maybe tackling that 70% isn't such an uphill climb after all.
But, I know, you or I could never fall for any human errors like deliberate ignorance. Right? By the way, that
denial of our own biases also has some explanations that are thoroughly researched as well. But I'll let you do
your own homework on that... ;-)
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6. A Few Habits of Highly Defective Projects
1. I Don't Know Where We're Going But We're Making Damn Good Time

Do we have the requirements from the customer?
No…..
Do we have a scope for the design? No……
Do we have a preliminary design concept? No…
Do we have a budget? No…..
Do we have a clue what the customer even wants? No…
Do we have a timeline for this project?
…Can we have that done yesterday?
Just start doing something anyway, otherwise we’ll look unhelpful……

Faster… Faster… Faster… Stop !!!
Faster… Faster… Faster…. Stop !!!
What’s Taking So @#$% Long !?!?!?
2. Fire, Aim, Ready!

This is very common in product development…… firing blindfolded and in the dark. This is the hope and pray
method of product development. If you put enough lead in the air, by damn, you are bound to hit something!!
I’ve seen this too many times too count, cut twice, measure once!
“I cut it three times, and it’s still too short!”

The only thing you learn firing blindfolded in the dark, is that it hurts like hell when you shoot yourself in the foot
and it’s always someone else’s fault
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3. Too Many Chefs In The Kitchen

Alpha company and bravo company decided to engage in a boat race. Both teams practiced hard and long to reach
their peak performance levels. On the big day both teams were ready to win.
Bravo team won by a mile. Alpha team was discouraged by the loss and morale plummeted. Management decided
that the reason for the crushing defeat had to be found, so a consulting firm was hired to investigate the problem
and recommend corrective action.
The consultant's finding:
Bravo team had eight people rowing and one person steering.
Alpha team had one person rowing and eight people steering.
After a year of study and millions spent analyzing the problem, the consultant firm concluded that too many
people were steering and not enough were rowing on alpha team.
So as race day neared again the following year, alpha team's management structure was completely reorganized.
The new structure:
Four steering managers, three area steering managers, and a new performance review system for the person
rowing the boat to provide a work incentive.
The next year, bravo team won by two miles!!!
Humiliated, alpha team laid off the rower for poor performance and gave the managers a bonus for discovering
the problem.
4. Updating The Status Of The Status

“We need to have a meeting to discuss why your project is behind schedule…….
“I’m busy working…… “
“I’ll see you in ten minutes in the main conference room”
“…… So the reason I scheduled this meeting is to discuss why all of our projects are behind schedule….. And over
budget…..”
“I’m going to need that status update by COB….”
“ …I have a suggestion……. Perhaps we could try something called “work” instead of just talking about maybe doing
something at some point, sometime in the distant future….. “
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“How about we just say that you're lazy and unmotivated…. “
“We’re going to keep holding meetings until we figure out why we are behind schedule, over budget and no work is
getting done”
5. Everything Is Easy Provided You Don't Have To Do It, And You Don't Understand It

“It’s simple, it’s easy, you can have that done in a minute…… everything takes a minute… “
“I need you to build a faster than light spaceship and I need it by the end of the month”
You can give a monkey a scalpel, but that doesn’t make him a surgeon.
6. Budgets, Lies & Bull Sh*t

We need to have a meeting to discuss having a meeting to discuss why your budget estimates are too high.“
“ ….Did I tell you that your project just got approved?
“What’s my budget ?”
“You don’t have one…..”
“And I’m going to need that 6 weeks sooner for a trade show…..”
“And the scope just doubled…..”
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7. The Job Isn't Done Until You've Blamed Someone For All The Parts That Went Wrong

Agree to everything, do nothing, blame a vendor….. Then shoot the messenger…. You don’t want to leave any
witnesses behind.
Just remember, it’s always someone else’s fault, never accept responsibility for anything.
Accountability is just a word leaders use right before the scapegoating begins. It’s good to be the leader…
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7. Key Tips from an Agile Methodology to Benefit Construction Projects

(An Article by Khalil Aissaoui)

One of the key concepts to the future of construction projects is the breaking of silos. It’s accepted
in Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) that aligning departments and stakeholders, regardless of when in
the project lifecycle their role begins, leads to better communication and enhanced alignment throughout
the lifecycle of the project . The same concept holds true for project management methodologies; it can
be beneficial to assess whether a methodology that historically belongs to one department might hold
value in another.
Traditionally, accurate estimates, stable plans, and solid predictions have been difficult to form in the
early stages of project development and are subject to much change. The Agile methodology is a
response to challenges of predictive planning. Agile software development is an approach to software
development that focuses on a dynamic, non-deterministic, and non-linear approach to development and
planning.
While Agile methodologies have historically been in the purview of software development and
management, they have important lessons that can be applied to benefit construction projects. Under the
framework of Agile software development are several methodologies for creating this adaptive, fastmoving project management system. In this article, we introduce a lightweight, Agile software
development methodology- Scrum - and the insights it offers for the benefit of construction projects of
any scale.

What is Scrum?
Scrum is an Agile methodology for completing complex software projects. Like most Agile
methodologies, Scrum was originally created for software development, but has been found to work
well for other complex scopes of work. This wide reach of Scrum is due to its deceptively simple
implementation.
In Scrum, a product owner creates a “prioritized wish list”, called a product backlog. The product
backlog is then assigned to series of work phases called “Sprints”. During the planning of each Sprint,
the development team subsets the product backlog into a “Sprint Backlog” and focuses their energy on
those few entries. The team meets everyday to align on progress, goals, and expectations. At the end of
each Sprint, the work is ready for delivery and ready to hand to the end user/client or put on the shelves.
The teams then meets for a Sprint Review, where they discuss any issues encountered and any lessons
learned. As the next Sprint begins, the team chooses another chunk of the product backlog and the entire
process begins again taking into account previous lessons learned.
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The end goal of Scrum is to ensure that the most pertinent and valuable tasks have been completed
before the project ends. The iterative, cyclic strategy allows for a self-feeding cycle of continuous
improvement throughout a project.

Agile Practices for Construction Projects
While the Scrum methodology might not be fit for the large, complex tasks in construction projects,
especially as the overall predictability of the scope remains a key expectation in construction projects,
there are valuable insights to be gained. Below is a list of key Scrum practices that could benefit and
inspire your teams and organizations to deliver successful construction projects.

Daily Alignment
In Scrum, teams meet daily (for 10-15 minutes) to discuss the previous day’s progress, the current day’s
plan, and any possible challenges they might face during the day. This daily alignment allows the team
to identify possible issues and help each other with challenges. Importantly, this daily meeting creates a
greater sense of community within a team and contributes to a whole-project outlook, thus breaking
silos. In construction projects, daily safety and planning meetings are regularly held in the field.
However, this practice is not yet a standard in managing engineering and planning teams in the office.
Such short daily alignment meetings could be used to support the implementation of Advanced Work
Packaging to provide everyone with the overall progress of engineering and installation work packages.

Transparency: Make Work Visible
The Scrum methodology calls for ceremonies that make progress visible for the entire team. Many
teams make use of a board showing project/Sprint progress to search as a visual resource within and
outside the team. This visual reminder of progress being made boosts team motivation and morale with
minimal extra work. In construction projects, a visual reminder of work package progress would greatly
benefit the crew’s work environment in the field and engineering teams in the office and might even
lead to increased productivity due to boosted morale.

Continuous Lessons Learned
Scrum calls for a formal lessons learned analysis at the end of each Sprint, rather than at the end of each
project of each major phase. Doing this leads to a more adaptive and agile process where inefficient
practices and individual challenges are caught early and addressed before they become systematic. A
lessons learned analysis after the completion of each Construction Work Package, would allow
construction projects the benefits of an adaptive process despite work packages not being as iterative as
Sprints in Scrum.
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Concluding Remarks
The Scrum methodology, used in software development, may be considered strange to construction
projects. However, the Concord team believes key agile elements offer many parallels to AWP, a
construction industry best practice. Scrum Sprints are similar in nature to construction work packages
and the call for early, consistent alignment is a driving principle in both Scrum and AWP.
With small-scale changes, insights from Scrum could greatly benefit construction projects; the Concord
team’s mission is to use interdisciplinary methods to drive dramatically improved performances for
construction projects.
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8. The importance of punctuation
(An Article by Pru Gayton)

Punctuation is powerful: it is one of the most important facets of the English language. The way in
which we communicate has the power to persuade people whether or not to do business with us.
Punctuation gives meaning to your content, so it’s essential to have a comprehensive knowledge of
punctuation marks, their meanings and context, in order to produce a good piece of writing that conveys
the right message. Even the smallest error in punctuation can produce a completely different meaning to
the one intended (see the image above!).
Regardless of the type of business you own, it is likely that you still rely heavily on the written word to
convey your marketing message, whether it’s via your website, social media, email marketing or
proposals. Written communication has a much longer shelf-life than the spoken word, never truer in our
increasingly digital age, when tweets, blogs or emails can be found again and again with a simple click
of the keyboard.
Gain respect and trust
You want to give a good first impression. A considered and consistent use of proper punctuation is vital
in all forms of business communications. The way in which we write communicates a message every bit
as important as the subject matter itself. Written communications show the world that we are
professional. The correct use of punctuation and grammar will enhance the credibility of your business
as competent and trustworthy – a business to be taken seriously.
Convey the right message
Punctuation errors can be distracting to the reader, causing potential confusion and dilution of your
message. If it’s not clear what you’re trying to say, the true meaning of your message can be
misinterpreted. Writing that engages the reader and provides them with a clear understanding of your
aims and objectives will make them feel more comfortable doing business with you. Equally, it’s just as
important to convey messages clearly to your staff and stakeholders.
Create the right impression
Your written communication is a reflection of your business. Good or bad, punctuation makes an
impression! It might sound melodramatic, but prioritising the value of good grammar and punctuation
can
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9. Why Project Planning is Important to All the Project Team

Dr. Nick Tiong

Project Manager – Ensure the critical path activities have no delay; know overall construction status; foresee
problems and activities that may delay work progress.

Engineers – Ensure the construction progress is according to the work programme; prepare micro
schedule for site management; prepare supporting documents and update work progress.
Quantity Surveyor – Prepare and order the material/ resources according to the early start of the
activities.
Construction Manager - Plan ahead construction activities; ensure resources is well prepared for the
incoming activities; foresee the construction problem.
Consultant – Know the status of the construction progress; prior to settle all technical issues for the
critical activities according to work programme.
Contract Manager – Sub-contract awarding plan; progress claim by referring to work programme update
status.
Health, Safety & Environment Officer – Prepare toolbox meeting by referring to work programme;
know where and when to supervise critical work activities.
Procurement Manager – Supplier awarding plan.
Engineering Student – Enhance Value by acquiring extra skill and knowledge for better job
opportunities in future.
EXCEDU GROUP SDN BHD
Please contact me at nicktiong@excedu.com.my if you have interest to learn more.
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10. UK BIM Alliance Launches Product Data Working Group

The UK BIM Alliance has launched a working group to help support construction
product data – the group will encourage the industry to come together to meet the
challenges of product data use and management
The working group will be led by Su Butcher, social strategist and Alliance Executive Team Member. The
announcement comes after Butcher and Alliance Chair Anne Kemp facilitated a meeting of key stakeholders at
the IET in London in January.
Speaking after the decision, Kemp said: “This initiative is essential to bring the industry together on this difficult
topic. It also demonstrates how the Alliance can provide independent leadership and identify and fill the gaps that
are preventing implementation of BIM.”
The working group will be made up of volunteers. Once constituted it aims to spend three months consulting
widely and will produce a short report identifying areas where solutions exist, where they need investigating and
where further work needs to be done.
Butcher trained as an architect and now works with product manufacturers. “This is a topic very close to my
heart, as I see the difficulty both product manufacturers and architects currently have working with data,” she
said.
“Many manufacturers are unwilling to invest any more time because they simply don’t feel there is an agreed
framework and standards to work to. Many architects don’t feel they can access the right information in the right
format, and clients and contractors have issues too. The aim of the Alliance is to move us along the journey to
resolve those issues, and bring the whole industry with us.”
The Alliance has issued a report on their meeting with stakeholders which took place on 10 January. It can be
accessed here: Download Report.
The report explains that the new working group will run a ‘briefing project’ over three months. Volunteers are
sought who are willing to meet stakeholders and do the preliminary research. The outcome will be a briefing
document and roadmap, setting out the current landscape and areas of need, for which the UK BIM Alliance may
commission future projects or invite other stakeholders to carry out projects on its behalf. The document advises
that volunteers should be ‘ready to get their hands dirty’.
Volunteers are requested to contact the Alliance at info@ukbimalliance.org with details of experience and
expertise in product data and team working, and confirming their ability to participate.
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11. Boring Project Reports ? 12 Project Timeline Tools to Help you Create Visual Reports

Let’s face it, our attention spans are short. And they are getting shorter. All the content we digest from the internet
is developed to capture our attention and hold it for as long a possible, but we all know that something shinier or

sexier will show up any second now.
When it comes to conveying important project information to stakeholders, clients or colleagues, we have to take
the same approach. Communicating information effectively has become a must-have skill that every project
professional needs to know. And it’s all in the visuals.
Nancy Duarte, in her excellent book Slideology conveys just how vital communicating visually has become;
“Your employers and colleagues assess you by how well you communicate – skill that is reflected in annual
reviews, pay increases, promotions and even your popularity. Effective communication is a a job requirement
now[.] And like it or not, your profession likely requires you to communicate using a visual tool, regardless of
your proficiency or training in this medium.”
Think back to the last project status report you’ve interacted with. What visuals elements did it have? Could you
glance at the first page and get a clear indication of how the project was progressing? Was there color used? Just
black text? Was it easy to understand?
When it comes conveying project information, every stakeholder is going ask schedule question #1 – “Are we ontrack to meet our deadline?” Dates are paramount and conveying them visually with an at-a-glance picture is
going to go far with any stakeholder. Sure, you can cut and paste your Gantt chart into the report. That’s a great
first step if your reports are missing visuals already. But nowadays, as the trend toward conveying information
visually continues, there are some great tools to help you visually report your project progress and dates on a
custom timeline.

Timelines are like a summarized Gantt Chart, with on the most important dates, events and milestones shown.
The power in creating a timeline for your report is that you have more control over the data and can display only
what you deem most important. It’s not so easy to filter your Gantt Chart in the same way.
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Imagine a project report with a great timeline that highlights progress, events, completed and upcoming
milestones in full color! If it was well done, you might just skip reading the rest of the report!
So without further ado, check out these 12 Project Management Timeline tools that can help your project
reports become more visual, and more effective.

1. Smart Draw

Smart Draw is exactly that ‘Smart’ – it allows its users to create professional diagrams, timelines, and charts and
it does the drawing for you. This software has 70 template designs and examples to help you get started. Not to
mention that it also has this smart office integration feature where it can easily be integrate with Microsoft office.
You can send your timelines to Word, Excel, or PowerPoint to make reporting and presentation easy in just one
click.
With SmartDraw the timeline category let you visualize events in a chronological order. One thing about this is
that it doesn’t give you a detailed view of your milestones or deadlines but you do have the option to link images
or further information to an event.
Where Can I Get It? Check out the free download.

2. Office Timeline

If you don’t have time to dabble with new software, Office Timeline uses PowerPoint to quickly create timelines.
Office Timeline is a plugin for Microsoft PowerPoint and can produce beautiful Gantt charts and timelines
effectively. Timeline makes it simple to export your data into any office document for quality reports.
Office Timeline offers users the option to either create new timeline templates that is customized to the project or
has a variety of pre-made templates for fast creation.
The interface makes is easy to manage milestone which can be easily updated if you have a project that’s
constantly being restructured. If you want to know how to make a timeline in Excel, check out step-by-step
instructions from Office Timeline here.
Where Can I Get It? Check out the free download.
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3. TimeGlider

If you’re looking for an interactive application, with TimeGlider, you can grab the timeline and shift it from left
to right or zoom in and out to get either a detailed view or just a basic overview of the timeline.
“Zoom in to 10 minutes or zoom out to see billions of years”. With a simple collaborative interface you can
customize each event with a special icon, webpage, title and description for those who will be reviewing it.
Although TimeGlider is web-based and it will be difficult to get some output to embed into a file, this is still a
pretty cool tool.
Where Can I Get It? There is a free account for students, a basic plan is $5/month and it varies for enterprises.

4. RWT Timeline

RWT is a windows application that let you create some great timelines that can then be converted to PDFs for
your reports. RWT Timeline is also an Android and IOS application that you can simple use to develop timelines
on the go. With this app you can create events that are organized by time of day, or date – you can also create
descriptions, add images, make it visually appealing to the eye.
Once the events are created you can simply email it off. Your timeline events are not set in stone, you can always
move around the events due to any changes in the project.
Where Can I Get It? Check out the free account.
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5. Tiki-Toki

Tiki-Toki is unlike the rest. It’s a web-based timeline creator that lets you develop 3D timelines with images and
videos. You can colour code your events, easily share your timeline and collaborate with others. Although it’s
easy to collaborate, embed and share your timeline online, you could probably take a screenshot to get some
output for your report.
Where Can I Get It? Check out the free account.

6. MyHistro

MyHistro is a location focused timeline that allows you to create stories and manage events that occur in a
specific location. Once the timeline is developed you can export it to a Google Earth format or pdf file for
reporting.
Where Can I Get It? You can sign up for a free account on the website or get the app from Apple iTunes.

7. TimeRime

TimeRime is a simple to use web application that allows users to view, create and compare timelines. You can
add images, maps, text, music, you name it, you can make your timeline original and interactive based on the
client.
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If you’re looking to customize your timeline some more, TimeRime offers a professional solution where you can
add features and designs for a more industry focused timeline. TimeRime is a web-based and has all timelines
saved online so it may be difficult to get your data exported but this is another cool way to track your schedule
and data online for easy and interactive collaboration.
Where Can I Get It? You can register on the website for a free account.

8. Preceden

Precedent makes it easy to manage and organize your events in a simple format. Structure your schedules better
with these project management focused timelines and layers features. You can even add color-coded events to
make it easier to highlight key dates. Preceden also allows you to zoom right in to the last seconds or just have a
broad overview of months.
You can also control who views your timeline with privacy control and if you want to share it, just download it as
a PDF or CSV file. Preceden is collaborative, interactive and states that it can support dates way into the future.
Where Can I Get It? There is a free trial version available and the paid version is $39.

9. GraphicSchedule

GraphicSchedule is a linear scheduling tool that allows project managers to generate their CPM schedules into a
more appealing illustrative presentation.
Focused on merging a projects visual and tactical information together, GraphicSchedule makes it easy for you to
integrate your project information into Excel to better create and visualize your linear activities and other CPM
schedule data at a glance. What about ever-changing scheduling? You can simply make those updates to your
visual with this software.
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Create beautiful proposals and communicate your complex construction project in a way that everyone would find
attractive with GraphicSchedule.
Where Can I Get It? There is a free trial version available and the paid version is $75/month for individual.

10. SmartSheet

A great way to make sure you’re going to be on the right track is to have a forecast of your plan and SmartSheet
can help with that. You can either customized their pre-formatted timelines in Excel to your project or manually
create one based on what information you would like to report and track.
SmartSheet is integrated with Office Timeline and is another option/ add-on tool that allows you to create a more
appealing illustration of your project plan.

Where Can I Get It? You can register for a 30-day free trial version that is available and a paid version is
$14/month for individual.

11. Lucidchart

Diagrams are a great way to spice up the way you present your data to your colleagues. Lucidchart provides
customized diagrams that would make mapping out your project plan or team hierarchy simple. You can also
reduce the amount of emails or meetings with the online collaboration tool that provides sharing permissions,
administrator accounts, auto-updates for published files and file security for your project data.
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Lucidchart offers a variety of smart shapes that follow industry standards, free reusable templates for teams or
individual and the benefit of SaaS so teams can work without issue on any web browser.
Where Can I Get It? There is a free trial version available and the paid version for a basic plan is $4.95/month.

12. Milestones Professional

Milestones Professional is provided by Kidasa Software, which is a project management tool that can be linked
with Oracle Primavera, Excel, Microsoft Project and others.
This software was created to help you manage large project schedules by giving you the ability to organize, create
timelines, track and report your findings in minutes. You can easily produce your Microsoft Project or Primavera
schedule into a more visually appealing presentation when reporting your progress and can easily update your
presentation with Milestones Professional with your schedules latest updates by simply clicking refresh.
Get an eye on the bigger picture of your projects progress with Milestones Professional.
Where Can I Get It? There is a free trial version available, with the option to purchase licenses.
—
Timelines can be a powerful visual strategy to record events in a sequential format for better tracking,
summarizing and reporting data. You can simply pick out patterns and see where progress is being made.
Adopting a visual method of presenting data to others will not only make it easier on you when preparing a
project report last minute but it will also make it easier to bring forth detailed data and project information in an
organized way
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12. The Association and 20|20 – Bringing a Positive Message to the Project Controls Community

The Association of Controls Management and 20|20 - bringing a
positive message to the Project Controls community
20|20 Partner with The Association of Controls Management
20|20 are delighted to have signed an agreement with The Association of Controls Management
(TAOCM), supporting efforts in providing professional recognition and best industry standards &
practices for Controls Management.
TAOCM was set up to create a centre of excellence for the Controls Management community. There are
a variety of membership routes available which all provide members with access to a wide range of
training, resources and research opportunities as well as continued professional development. TAOCM
allows members credentials to be aligned with other professionals in the industry whilst recognises their
committment to Professional Excellence and Integrity.
The agreement will see 20|20 become the recommend training partner for TAOCM, providing a variety
of ECITB accredited courses including Certificate in Project Controls and the Management &
Development Leadership Programme.
Michael Morrice, who heads up TAOCM explained the importance of creating partnerships like this.
“TAOCM was created as it was recognised that there were lots of people in the Project Planning and
Controls industry who were looking for accredited training and a refined continued development
pathway. There has never been a professional organisation looking after planning & controls individuals
and now that we can do this through important partnerships like this. By partnering with organisations
like 20|20 we can ensure we are delivering all aspects of our members needs”
Tony Marks, CEO of 20|20 noted “As Project Controls is an element of Project Management there has
always been an assumption that people will progress to become Project Managers. There has been a
glaring gap in recognising the needs of thousands of people in the Controls industry and it is great to see
it being recognised as a career in its own right. 20|20 are delighted to be a partner of the association and
we hope it brings a positive message to the Project Controls community.”
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